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Abstract
This paper deals with the mathematical modeling of biomass gasification and
combustion. It begins with an analysis of biomass as an alternative fuel; e.g. its
distribution, composition, caloric value etc., and as processes taking place with the
biomass gasification and combustion.
The programming environment for the modeling of technological processes is also
analyzed. There are various programming environments with which the tasks can be
examined and the results visualized. MATLAB is among the most suitable
environments for the creation of simulation models. It allows the implementation of
various data types; it also provides the right environment for model formation and
also provides a library for the solution of various mathematical tasks for example
calculating a system of differential equations. MATLAB provides a refined
input/output graphical interface for the creation of simulation environments.
The idea for a complex model for the gasification and combustion of biomass is
derived from the initial process analyses, which was suggested as a synthesis of
elementary process models. The synthesis is possible because of the basic thermal
exchange between biomass and gas elements. It is based on the accumulation of heat
which is relative to the difference between input and output heat flow created by the
source or heat consumption. In the case of elementary models the following models
are described; heating model, drying model, thermal breakdown model, oxidation of
the solid element model and oxidation of gas element model. The heating model is
based on the process of heat accumulation and the transfer of heat by convection. The
basis of the evaporation model is the model for the transformation of liquid water
into steam. This process requires heat consumption relative to the rate of
evaporation. The remaining three models include thermal breakdown of biomass,
release of gasses and the burning of the solid by product.
Elementary process models were independently implemented and verified in
a MATLAB environment as individual m-functions. The result of which is the mfunction library.
The results from the simulation of elementary processes are also stated in this paper.
The results are analyzed and further possible uses and methods are suggested for the
utilization of model gasification and combustion.
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Introduction

Energy consumption has increased because of the growth of the Earth’s population. It is for this
reason that we need to find new energy resources that will have less impact on the environment and
the population. One such resource is biomass. Biomass is a renewable resource produced by the Sun
which makes it infinite. It can be divided into plant mass (wood biomass – woods and phytomass –
young plants) and animal mass (zoomass). By biomass we mean wood, straw, organic farm waste,
parts of communal waste as well as artificially grown energetic plants [2].
Among the elements found in biomass are nitrogen, phosphor, sulphur, kalium, sodium,
chlorine, calcium, magnesium, iron, copper, arsenic, lead and other elements which make their way
into the biomass during its growth as it absorbs nutrients from the soil and air. From a physical point
of view the water contained in biomass can be divided into free water and locked water. The quality of
the fuel as a resource depends on the quality combustibles and the ballast content – moisture and ash.

Wood biomass is characteristic with a high moisture content and volatile fuel, low coal content, low
ash content and low sulphur content. This means that the heating capacity of wood biomass by
combustion depends on the amount of moisture, the more moist the less the heating power. The
heating power of relatively dry and healthy wood is very high, with deciduous trees it is 18 MJ.kg-1,
with coniferous trees it is 19 MJ.kg-1. This relation of heating power and moisture is demonstrated in
Fig. 1 [1, 2]:

Figure 1: Dependence of the heating power of wood biomass and moisture content [1]
The mathematical model is based on the similarities between real and abstract systems which
enable the study of real systems using abstract systems with mathematical relations. We can describe
the system using mathematical relations
Various programming environments or languages can be used for the implementation of
mathematical models with which it is possible to express the mathematical relations of the system with
a mathematical model. After evaluating many of the programming environments MATLAB was
chosen for its complexity and suitability for the creation of a mathematical model [4, 11, 14, 15].
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Gasification process of biomass

Gasification is a process in which flammable gasses like hydrogen, carbon monoxide, methane
and some inflammable products are produced. The whole process takes place with the incomplete
combustion and heating of biomass with the heat produced during combustion. The resulting mixture
of gasses has a high energy value and can be used as a gas fuel both in the production of heat and
electricity and in automobiles.
Gasification of biomass is a process during which the chemical energy of a solid fuel transforms
the biomass into a chemical and heat energy gas fuel. The gasification of biomass is an automatic
process during which heat for endothermic gas reactions is obtained from the combustion of some of
the biomass with a deficiency of combustible air at a certain temperature. Oxygen, water vapour or
carbon dioxide can also be used as a medium. Any type of biomass that does not have very high
moisture content can be used in the gasification process. This means that the amount of heat to
evaporate the moisture in 1kg of biomass is less than the heating power of 1kg of fuel. The main
product from the gasification of biomass is synthesis gas – wood gas, made up mainly of carbon
monoxide and dioxide, hydrogen, methane, water vapour, nitrogen and contaminants. The composition
of this synthesis gas depends not only on the type of biomass gasification used but also on the type of
combustion.
During the gasification of biomass chemical reactions are produced identical to those produced
with the gasification of coal, the following process take place in the reactor [1]:
•

drying,
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•

pyrolysis (dry destillation),

•

oxidation – combustion,

•

reduction.

Combustion process of biomass

Combustion is an oxidation process in which flammable components of fuel are oxidized by
oxygen whereby the energy content of the fuel is changed into heat. Biomass combustion products are
ash, tar, and burnt gases.
The technology of direct combustion of biomass is the most common way its energy is used. It
is a verified method and commercially available on a high level. The heat generated is used as
a resource in technological processes (process heat) or for the production of electrical energy. For
effective combustion a sufficiently high temperature must be present, enough air and enough time for
complete combustion of the biomass [1].

Figure 2: Processes occurring during the combustion of biomass
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Suggestion of mathematical model

During the initial creation of a mathematical model an analyses of individual partial models was
performed and the processes occurring in them. Each of the models were assigned input and output
parameters.
An input and output for the model of heating wood biomass is the wood biomass itself and the
burnt gases resulting from the combustion used for heating wood biomass. The heating model is based
on processes of accumulation of heat and heat transfer by convection.
The following equation is a valid example for the process of heat transfer by convection
I Q = k S .S . Tden − Tsp (W)

(

)

(1)

where I Q is heat flux (W), k S – exchange coefficient (W.m-2.K-1), S – wall surface (m2),

Tden – wood biomass temperature (K), Tsp – burnt gases temperature (K).
In the case of the process of heat accumulation the amount of accumulated heat is proportional
to the temperature change according to this equation

dQ
dT
= m.c.
(W)
(2)
dτ
dτ
where Q is the volume of thermal energy (J), m – weight (kg), c – specific heat capacity (J.kg-1.K-1),
T – temperature (K), τ – time (s).
The water evaporation model immediately follows on the model of heating because the
evaporation can take place or intensively take place only after prior heating.

The basis for the water evaporation model is the process of transforming liquid water into water
vapour according to the equation

H 2 O(l ) → H 2 O( g )

(3)

The thermal decomposition model of wood biomass follows on the heating model and water
evaporation model. Thermal decomposition occurs after the evaporation of water and subsequent
increase of temperature to 300 °C.
Combustion models of volatile components and of solid components are based on the thermal
decomposition model of wood biomass. Volatile components are released in a range of temperature
from 260 to 410 °C. The combustion of solid components occurs in a temperature range from 400 to
500 °C.
Due to the suggested solution it was also necessary to create a static combustion model, which
included the following calculations, e.g. the calorific value of fuel (wood biomass), theoretical,
respectively, minimum amount of air needed for combustion of fuel based on the chemical
composition of the fuel or from the given calorific value of the fuel, subsequently the calculation of
the amount of dry and moist smoke gases. The static model included in addition to these calculations
also other auxiliary calculations such as the calculations of atmospheric humidity of the air, the
pressure of saturated water vapours, etc.
Based on a detailed analysis of individual models energy balance equations were created, the
resultant shape of which represents a system of two first order differential equations, namely for the
wood biomass and gaseous component

m H O .T20 .c p H O m prch .T20 .c p prch
dT10 I V 1
I
k S .S
2
=
T1 − V 10 T10 −
(T10 − T20 ) + 2
+
+
dt
V1
V1
ρ1 .c p1 .V1
ρ1 .c p1 .V1
ρ1 .c p1 .V1

+

I V pl .H

ρ1 .c p1 .V1

m H O .T20 .c p H O m H 2O .H H 2O odp
dT20 I V 2
I
k S .S
2
(T10 − T20 ) − 2
T2 − V 20 T20 +
=
−
−
dt
V2
V2
ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2
ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2
ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2
−

(4)

m prch .T20 .c p prch

ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2

−

m prch .H prch

ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2

+

mspal .H T

ρ 2 .c p 2 .V2

where

IV1

– incoming flow volume of gas

(m3.s-1)

T1

– incoming gas temperature

(K)

ρ1

– gas density

(kg.m-3)

c p1

– specific heat capacity of gas

(J.kg-1.K-1)

V1

– volume of gas

(m3)

I V 10

– outgoing flow volume of gas

(m3.s-1)

T10

– outgoing gas temperature

(K)

IV 2

– incoming flow volume of wood biomass

(m3.s-1)

T2

– incoming wood biomass temperature

(K)

ρ2

– wood biomass density

(kg.m-3)

c p2

– specific heat capacity of wood biomass

(J.kg-1.K-1)

(5)

V2

– wood biomass volume

(m3)

I V 20

– outgoing flow volume of wood biomass

(m3.s-1)

T20

– outgoing wood biomass temperature

(K)

mH 2O

– volume of evaporated water

(kg.s-1)

cpH O

– specific heat capacity of water

(J.kg-1.K-1)

m prch

– volume of volatile components

(kg.s-1)

c p prch

– specific heat capacity of volatile components

(J.kg-1.K-1)

H H 2O odp

– evaporation heat of water

(J.kg-1)

H prch

– decomposition heat of volatile components

(J.kg-1)

mspal

– volume of burnt gases formed from the solid component

(kg.s-1)

IV pl

– flow volume of volatile combustible component

(m3.s-1)

H

– heating value of volatile combustible component

(J.kg-1)

HT

– heating value of solid component

(J.kg-1)

2

Figure 3: Diagram showing the overall combustion model and gasification of biomass
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Implementation

Models of elementary processes of the gasification and combustion of biomass have been
implemented in the programming environment MATLAB. Implementation was carried out for the
static combustion model, heating model, water evaporation model and thermal decomposition model.
The static combustion model of wood biomass consists of individual calculations, which are
implemented as functions. For example a function for the calorific value of burned fuel, a function for
calculating the amount of oxygen from the chemical fuel composition, a function to calculate the

amount of dry air from the chemical composition of the fuel or calorific value, a calculation of
saturated water vapor pressure, a calculation of the moisture of atmospheric air, and so on. Functions
are available as Combustion toolbox on Matlab File Exchange [16].
Heating model is represented by the function heating. Function declaration with its inputs and
outputs
function [tau, out]= heating (in, alfa, surface, time)
Evaporation model was realized by the function heating_drying which is based on the function
heating, completed with the variables T10p, T20p, k, kp needed for evaporation. Function declaration
function [tau, out]= heating_drying (in, T10p, T20p, alfa, k,
kp, surface, time)
Thermal decomposition model was performed by the function heating_drying_thermal1 which
is based on the function heating_drying. The header of this function has the following form
function [tau, out]= heating_drying_thermal1 (in, T10p, T20p, alfa,
k, kp, surface, time)

The following inputs are in these functions
in

– structure consist of inputs

-

T10p

– initial gas temperature

(K)

T20p

– initial wood biomass temperature

(K)

alfa

– exchange coefficient

(W.m-2.K-1)

k

– evaporation velocity

(kg.m-2.s-1)

kp

– reaction velocity of decomposition

(kg.m-2.s-1)

surface

– wall surface

(m2)

time

– simulation time

(s)

tau

– temperature

(K)

out

– structure of outputs

-

and outputs

The variable in has the following structure in the source file
in(1).value – for 1st input value (gas)
in(2).value – for 2nd input value (wood biomass)

The variable out has the following structure
out(1).T(i) = T(i,1); - output 1
out(2).T(i) = T(i,2); - output 2

The part of sample calling of function heating_drying_thermal1
in(2).T
in(2).V
in(2).W

= 20 + 273.15;
=
0.106;
=
0.20;

% temperature
% volume 2
% hmot.podiel W - humidity

[K]
[m^3]
[kg.kg^-1]

count = 1200;
T1p= 400 + 273.15;
T2p= 20 + 273.15;
for i=1:count
in(1).ro
in(1).cp
in(1).V
in(1).Iv
in(1).T
in(2).ro
in(2).cp
in(2).Iv
alfa
surface
time
k
kp

=
1.200;
%
=
1012.0;
%
=
1.06;
%
=
0.375;
%
=400 + 273.15;
%
=
470.0;
%
=
1800.0;
%
=
0.0;
%
=
300.0;
%
=
1.34;
%
=
1;
%
=
k_H2O(T2p);
=
k_vap(T2p);

[tau, out]
time);

= heating_drying_thermal1 (in, T1p, T2p, alfa, k, kp, surface,

in(2).T
in(2).V
in(2).W
T1p
T2p

=
=
=
=
=

out(2).T(end);
out(2).V;
out(2).W;
out(1).T(end);
out(2).T(end);

nn = length(tau);
for j=1:nn
tauc((i-1)*nn+j)
Temp1((i-1)*nn+j)
Temp2((i-1)*nn+j)
end
end

density 1
specific heat capacity
volume 1
flow
temperature
density 2
specific heat capacity
flow
exchange coefficient
wall surface

% temperature
% volume
% humidity

= (i-1)*time + tau(j);
= out(1).T(j);
= out(2).T(j);

figure(1);
plot(tauc,Temp1-273.15,'r');
hold on
plot(tauc,Temp2-273.15,'b');
xlabel('time / s');
ylabel('temperature / oC');
grid;

[kg.m^-3]
[J.kg^-1.K^-1]
[m^3]
[m^3.s^-1]
[K]
[kg.m^-3]
[J.kg^-1.K^-1]
[m^3.s^-1]
[W.m^-2.K^-1]
[m^2]
[s]

[K]
[m^3]
[m^3.s^-1]
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Simulations
Simulations with the different values of inputs were made with the individual partial models.

The first simulation was static combustion and then it was compared with values of literature.
Simulations were done for two kinds of wood, spruce and oak. Calculations were done using file
Test.m. Two types of calculations were chosen for both kinds of wood. The first one was done in terms
of elemental composition of wood and the second one in terms of theoretical calorific value of
particular kinds of wood from [9]. Subsequently a percentage difference between the theoretical and
calculated calorific value of wood was established. Although the results of the simulations were not in
close agreement with literature values, they fulfilled the given interval for the heating capacity of
wood, whose maximum value is 19 MJ.kg-1. The simulations showed that the proposed static model
has been designed correctly.
Simulations of the heating model were realized for spruce weighing 50 kg. Simulations were
done for values of input parameters α=300 W.m-2.K-1, Vvzd= 1,06 m3, Tvzd=120 °C, for time 60 s, 600 s
and 3000 s, and other values α, Vvzd and Tvzd. The fastest leveling off of temperatures between wood
biomass and air occurred at a value α = 450 W.m-2.K-1 in a time of 1950 s (Fig. 4). The resulting
values of the simulations show that with increasing value of α leads to more rapid stabilization of
temperatures.

Figure 4: Heating a) α=450 W.m-2.K-1, Vvzd=1,06 m3, b) α=300 W.m-2.K-1, Vvzd=0,53 m3
Temperature stabilization at 120 °C and α = 300 W.m-2.K-1 occurs with an air volume of
V = 0,53 m3 in a time of 2370 s.
An initial simulation with zero velocity of evaporation was made to compare the curves of
model simulations of this evaporation. Simulation time was set at 900 s. The course of the simulation
is shown in Fig. 5 a). Another simulation was made using trapped evaporation using the theoretical
evaporation with a 100 % higher velocity of evaporation Fig. 5 b).

Figure 5: Simulation process a) without evaporation of water, b) with evaporation of water with 100 %
higher velocity

From the simulation process in Fig. 5 b) with approximately a 100 % higher velocity the
different evaporation rate of water compared with the first process is clear (Fig. 5 a)). In section from
60 °C to 110 °C the increase in the temperature of the biomass was slowed which is caused by
evaporation of water from it.
A further four simulations were done. The individual simulation processes were done without
thermal decomposition and with it, and also without evaporation of water and thermal decomposition,
and with them.
From the curves in Fig. 6 a) and Fig. 6 b) it can be seen that under thermal decomposition the
increase in the temperature of the biomass and the gas increases, this is caused by the consumption of
heat for thermal decomposition.

Figure 6: Simulation process a) without thermal decomposition, b) with thermal decomposition

Figure 7: Simulation process a) without evaporation and thermal decomposition, b) with evaporation
and thermal decomposition
In Fig. 7 a) and Fig. 7 b) are mentioned complete simulations which were brought about by the
association of the three partial models. In the first case (Fig. 7 a)) we disregard the evaporation and
thermal decomposition. In the second case (Fig. 7 b)) they are taken into account and the evaporation
and thermal decomposition is obvious.
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Conclusion
Biomass represents a complete alternative to fossil fuel resources.

The purpose of this work has been to create a mathematical model of the combustion and
gasification of biomass and to verify its functionality. The results of simulations from three partial
models, namely from heating model, evaporation model and thermal decomposition model are listed
in this work. Besides these models a model of static combustion has also been created which is an
inseparable part in creating a model for the combustion of biomass. A wide range of simulations were

implemented that show the qualitative consistency of the model with real processes. Results of the
experiments with the model were compared with literature that was available. It is such a calorific
value of biomass for the given type.
Created partial models can be used for process simulations of heating, evaporation and thermal
decomposition in terms of analysis of the processes and the study of the impact various parameters
have on the partial processes.
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